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Plasma simulations are often rendered challenging by the disparity of scales in time and in space
which must be resolved. When these disparities are in distinctive zones of the simulation domain,
a method which has proven to be effective in other areas~e.g., fluid dynamics simulations! is the
mesh refinement technique. A brief discussion of the challenges posed by coupling this technique
with plasma particle-in-cell simulations is given, followed by a presentation of examples of
application in heavy ion fusion and related fields which illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.
Finally, a report is given on the status of a collaboration under way at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory between the Applied Numerical Algorithms Group~ANAG! and the Heavy Ion Fusion
group to upgrade ANAG’s mesh refinement library Chombo to include the tools needed by
particle-in-cell simulation codes. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma simulations are often rendered challenging
the disparity of scales in time and in space which must
resolved. This is true, for example, for the modeling in de
of the beam behavior from end-to-end in a heavy ion fus
~HIF! ~see, for example, Ref. 1!accelerator. Although such
simulation is ultimately needed, it is at present beyond rea
mostly due to the fact that the space scales span up to
orders of magnitude, from microns~the Debye length close
to emitter! to a kilometer or more~the length of the accel
erator!.

The mesh refinement~MR! technique addresses the iss
of a wide range of space scales and has been applied
cessfully in other fields~i.e., fluid dynamics!. While preserv
ing most of the advantages of regular gridding, this te
nique covers areas that need a higher resolution with a fi
mesh. If the areas of the physical domain that need refi
ment evolve in time, then an automatic redistribution of t
refinement following some criterion applies: this is known
adaptive mesh refinement~AMR!.

Section II provides a brief discussion of the challeng
posed by coupling this technique with plasma particle-in-c
~PIC! simulations, for both the electrostatic~Vlasov–Poisson
equation set, labeled ‘‘AMR/ES–PIC’’! and the electromag
netic ~Vlasov–Maxwell equation set, labeled ‘‘AMR/EM–
PIC’’! cases. In Sec. III, we present examples of AMR/E

a!Paper UI2 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.48, 333 ~2003!.
b!Invited speaker. Electronic mail: jlvay@lbl.gov
2921070-664X/2004/11(5)/2928/7/$22.00
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PIC in application to the modeling of HIF ion sources,
steady-state and in time-dependent modes, while an app
tion of a new AMR/EM–PIC method to the modeling o
laser-plasma interaction in the context of fast ignition
given in Sec. IV. Section V reports on the status of a colla
ration under way at Lawrence Berkeley National Laborato
~LBNL! between the Applied Numerical Algorithms Grou
~ANAG! and the Heavy Ion Fusion group to upgra
ANAG’s mesh refinement library Chombo to include th
tools needed by particle-in-cell simulation codes. Conclus
and further comments are offered in Sec. VI.

II. MESH REFINEMENT FOR PARTICLE-IN-CELL
SIMULATIONS

The application of the mesh refinement technique
particle-in-cell simulations requires special care. Using p
totypes, we have performed studies of various issues.
summarize here our findings and refer the reader to Ref. 2
a more detailed presentation.

The use of MR~or AMR! implies a breaking in symme
try in the field solution which may translate into a spurio
self-force on any macroparticle traveling close to a refin
ment patch boundary. This is a generic problem to a
implementation of MR in PIC~in fact, to any particle-mesh
code using irregular gridding!. Depending on the implemen
tation chosen to introduce MR into PIC, there are vario
ways to mitigate this effect. In addition, some implemen
tions may introduce a violation of Gauss’ law at the discr
level, which means that the total charge may not be c
8 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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served. Although both of these effects are expected to b
small instantaneous magnitude in most cases, their co
quences in simulations involving many time steps, wh
significant accumulation of errors may occur, are just beg
ning to be explored. These effects must be taken into acc
when making the choice of the implementation.

The application of mesh refinement to electromagne
simulations encounters an additional difficulty specific to
modeling of the wave equation on a nonuniform mesh
wavelength which is resolved on a finely gridded region
the system may not be described on a coarser gridded re
and is reflected at the interface. As shown in Ref. 3, th
spurious reflected waves have a magnitude larger than
original wave with many mesh refinement schemes, lead
eventually to an instability due to multiple reflections. The
spurious reflections can be either damped inside the e
grid using an algorithm like the one described in Ref. 4,
absorbed at the fine-to-coarse interface using a specia
algorithm ~see Refs. 3 and 5!. We have identified two a
proaches. In the first, a complex algorithm is used to ‘‘se
a fine gridded patch into a hole in a parent coarser grid
proposed in Ref. 3~for example!. In the second, as propos
in Ref. 5, we solve the system entirely on the coarse g
then compute a correction by solving on a set of two patc
limited by absorbing boundary conditions, once at each re
lution. When gathering the field onto the macroparticles,
substract the standard resolution solution from the global
lution and add the fine grid solution, in effect substituting t
coarse grid solution by the fine grid one in the refined regi
The second method offers greater simplicity of implemen
tion and removes the problem of potential instability due
reflected waves at the fine-to-coarse interface. However,
computationally slightly more costly, and it may introdu
spurious waves when electromagnetic solvers with large
merical dispersion are used inside the patch~see Ref. 5!.
Clearly, each method has its advantages and its drawba
and both are under investigation. Since the first method
already been partially analyzed and tested in Ref. 3, we c
centrate in this paper on the second approach, which is
and was in need of testing.

Despite the difficulties, mesh refinement can be used
fectively in particle-in-cell simulations, as shown by the fo
lowing example applications performed with prototypes
mesh refinement methods implemented in existing P
codes.

III. APPLICATION OF AMRÕES–PIC TO ION SOURCE
MODELING

Figure 1 shows a snapshot taken from a movie of
end-to-end simulation of the High-Current Experime
~HCX!6 at LBNL, using HIF program’s accelerator cod
WARP ~multidimensional PIC electrostatic, see Ref. 7!. It
shows the beam emitted from a triode source and trave
through the four accelerating and focusing electrostatic q
drupoles of the injector. The modeling of the triode region
critical since it determines the initial phase-space shape
the beam. It is also a challenging section to model since th
is a large variation in particle density close to the emitter, a
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an accurate description of the emitter and beam edge
crucial. The run shown in the figure was carried out befo
AMR–PIC was developed and so is not ‘‘converged.’’ Non
theless, the results were usable for the purposes inten
and the figure is indicative of the kind of problem to b
solved.

A. Steady state

We display in Fig. 2~top! a snapshot of the beam take
from a quasisteady state axisymmetricWARP simulation of
the triode. Here, ‘‘quasisteady state’’ means a time-depend
calculation of the beam being emitted from the source, so
ing for the field everyn time steps with 10,n,50 typically.
The simulation is stopped when an equilibrium is reach
under the assumption that the equilibrium solution exists
is unique~both of these assumptions are not guaranteed
have been found to be fulfilled in spot checking!. A dashed
line shows the limits of a fixed refinement patch surround
the emitter~referred to later as ‘‘MR’’!. Figure 2~bottom!
shows a different kind of grid structure that was used

FIG. 1. ~Color! Three-dimensional rendering of HCX injector simulatio
from a movie of an end-to-endWARP simulation of the HCX experiment.
This shows the beam, emitted from the source~left!, propagating through
the first quadrupole lenses.

FIG. 2. ~Color! Top: color contour plot of electric potential with triode
structure~blue! and beam~red!. Bottom: schematic of gridding when usin
AMR; the emitting area and the beam edge are covered with a finer gr
cense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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2930 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 11, No. 5, May 2004 Vay et al.
emulate an AMR set of patches. A finely gridded patch w
tailored with a special shape so as to apply a fine gridd
around the emitter and the beam edge, and a coarser grid
inside the beam. The shape of the grid was reset at each
step so as to follow the beam edge during the transient~re-
ferred to later as ‘‘AMR’’!.

The root-mean-square~rms! normalized emittance ver
susZ ~at steady-state!is shown in Fig. 3 for three runs usin
uniform low, medium and high resolution and two runs usi
medium resolution plus the MR or AMR refinement patc
The jump of resolution from low to medium and medium
high is a factor of 2 in each direction and a factor of 4 in t
number of macroparticles, in order to keep the number
macroparticles per cell constant on average. The numbe
macroparticles used is the same in all the medium resolu
runs, with or without MR or AMR. The ‘‘high resolution’’
case serves as a reference.

The results show that the emittance converges downw
with increasing resolution and that the high resolution res
is recovered from the medium resolution run with MR
AMR. Plots of phase-space projections and charge densi
Z539 cm ~Fig. 4! confirm this and reveal more details: th
size of the beam edge ‘‘hook’’ diminishes with increasi
resolution, as does the spike at the edge (R52 cm) of the
charge density distribution. The size of the ‘‘hook’’ at hig
resolution is well recovered at medium resolution using
ther the MR or the AMR patch. However, the charge dens
spike is only well recovered using the AMR patch.

In this example, the use of a prototype AMR refineme
patch has allowed recovery of essentially the same resul
those of a reference case, at about a fourth of the comp
tional cost. Higher gains are expected with the full thre
dimensional production package Chombo~see later!.

B. Time dependent

Figure 5 displays snapshots of the beam head in the
jector of HCX for two different rise times of the voltag

FIG. 3. Beam rms emittance~a figure of merit for beam quality—the lowe
the better!as a function ofz ~statistical noise was removed for clarity!: the
emittance converges downward with increasing resolution. The high res
tion result is recovered with a run at medium resolution and the MR or AM
patch.
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applied on the source gate, from aWARP simulation using the
voltage profile measured in the experiment. With a rise ti
of 800 ns, the simulation predicts a significant ‘‘mismatc
of the head resulting in loss of a small fraction of particles
the wall. According to the second simulation, shortening

u-

FIG. 4. Phase-space projectionR85dR/dZ vs radiusR and charge density
versusR at Z50.39 m for the cases with uniform grid at low, medium an
high resolution, and medium resolution with MR or AMR patch. Part of t
beam edge behavior, which was not adequately modeled using the MR p
covering the emitting area only, was captured using the AMR patch wh
dynamically refines the region surrounding the beam edge.
cense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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rise time to 400 ns would provide a well-controlled bea
head, keeping outer particle trajectories away from any st
ture.

The search for an optimum gate voltage profile h
driven the use of mesh refinement, and development o
specialized version of it, for time-dependent modeling of
ion source. Since the core of the algorithm for injecting p
ticles at the source is locally one-dimensional~with three-
dimensional corrections where needed!, we restricted our-
selves to a one-dimensional study of an ideal voltage w
form first.

1. One-dimensional study

For a one-dimensional diode, Lampel and Tiefenba
demonstrated that an analytical solution for a wave form
the applied voltage producing a Heaviside step for the c
rent profile exists and is given by

V~ t !5
1

3

t

t transit
F42S t

t transit
D 3GVmax, ~1!

whereVmax is the voltage that is applied at steady state a
t transit is the transit time of a particle from the emitter to th
collector ~see Ref. 8!. The latter quantity is given by

t transit53•d•A m

2qVmax
, ~2!

whereq and m represent the charge and mass of partic
andd is the distance between the emitter and the collecto
Fig. 6, we show the Lampel–Tiefenback voltage profile
well as the current history obtained from three simulation

The first simulation, using a single uniform grid, pr
duced large unphysical oscillations damping with time.
was determined that these oscillations are due to insuffic
resolution of the emission area and that the reduction of
oscillation to about a percent level required a scaling do
of the mesh size by a factor of 10 000. In order to reach
goal, we developed a special version of an irregular grid
refinement patch, for which the gridding is set so that
number of macroparticles per mesh is a constant once
diode has reached steady-state Child–Langmuir flow.
shown in Fig. 6~bottom left!, the use of such a refineme

FIG. 5. Snapshot of the beam head in simulations of the HCX experim
for two different rise times of the applied voltage. On the left, the rise ti
was of 800 ns ~wave form and rise time were taken from actual experime
data!and the simulation predicts an explosion of the beam head, leadin
loss of particles at the wall. The same simulation using a shorter rise
~400 ns!predicts better control of the beam head.
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patch effectively eliminates the spurious large oscillatio
One spike remains, however, at the front of the current h
tory; its origin was identified to be an insufficient resolutio
of the beam front as it propagates in the main grid. The
graph in Fig. 6 shows the current history from a simulati
using the irregular specialized patch, as in the second c
and a regular adaptive refinement patch at 16 times the r
lution of the main grid, following the front of the particle
distribution. Both the spurious large amplitude oscillati
and spike have been eliminated using the combination
fixed specialized and adaptive mesh refinement patches

The specialized refinement patch developed in the o
dimensional case was implemented in the three-dimensi
particle injection routines ofWARP, as a two-dimensional ar
ray of one-dimensional patches, mapped onto the emit
surface~the direction of a line supporting a one-dimension
patch is perpendicular to the emitting surface!.

2. Comparison of simulation versus experiment

Using a numerical technique introduced in Ref. 9~a nu-
merical three-dimensional extension of the analytical meth
used by Lampel and Tiefenback in one dimension!, it is pos-
sible to derive fromWARP the voltage profile correspondin
to the emission of a very sharply rising current emitted fro
a source in a three-dimensional geometry. Such a profile
derived for the STS500 diode experiment~see Ref. 10!and is
plotted in Fig. 7 together with the current predicted usi
three-dimensionalWARP simulations~with axisymmetric rep-
resentation of the field!with and without mesh refinemen
Due to erosion of the beam head in the diode, the curr
profile history is not a heaviside step but is still very sha

nt

tal
to
e

FIG. 6. Voltage profile given by the Lampel–Tiefenback solution for
Heaviside step current history in one dimension~top left!. Comparison of
current history from the analytic solution~Heaviside step! and from simu-
lation: without mesh refinement~top right!, with special mesh refinemen
patch around emitter~bottom left!, and with an additional AMR patch fol
lowing the beam head~bottom right!.
cense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Without mesh refinement, the simulation predicts an ov
shoot reminiscent of the large oscillation observed in
one-dimensional case.

In order to check the simulation predictions against
periment, the voltage of the experiment was adjusted so a
match the predicted ‘‘optimized’’ voltage as closely as po
sible ~Fig. 7!. In practice, only the amplitude of the voltag
could be modified; the shape of the voltage profile was
adjustable without hardware changes. Thus, the voltage
lowered in order to slow the beam to the point where
calculated transit time of a particle from emitter to exit of t
diode matched the voltage rise time. This procedure gave
closest attainable experimental approximation of the o
mized profile.

This experimental profile was used in twoWARP simula-
tions, with and without mesh refinement~Fig. 7!. The mesh
refinement patch contained 50 cells, which translated in
factor of more than 1000 between the smallest cell s
~closer to the emitter!and the size of the main grid cells. Th
early part of the experimental current profile is bet
matched by the simulation using the mesh refinement pa
The overshoot which was predicted by the simulation wi
out mesh refinement is not present in the experimental re
as expected. A small disagreement exists between simula
and experiment on the value of the emitted current in ste
state; within the experimental errors of the high volta
probe calibration. Future experiments will address this is
and will use a voltage profile closer to the optimized on
after a hardware upgrade.

IV. APPLICATION OF AMRÕEM-PIC TO
LASER–PLASMA INTERACTION MODELING

The method presented in Ref. 5 has been implemente
the two-dimensional electromagnetic particle-in-cell co

FIG. 7. ~Color! Optimized voltage history predicted byWARP and as setup in
the STS500 experiment~top left!. Current history~statistical noise was re-
moved for clarity! predicted byWARP using the optimized voltage profile
with and without mesh refinement~top right!. WARP vs experiment current
history using the experimental voltage profile, without~bottom left! and
with ~bottom right!mesh refinement. The current history obtained witho
using mesh refinement predicts an overshoot which is not present in
experimental history, validating the approach using mesh refinement.
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EMI2D, developed at Ecole Polytechnique for study of lase
plasma interaction in the context of fast ignition~see, for
example, Ref. 11!. In our test case~Fig. 8!, a laser beam
(l51 mm, I 51020 W cm22, 2s528/k0) impinges on a cy-
lindrical plasma whose density (10nc) is far greater than the
critical density (nc) and whose initial temperature is 10 ke
The center of the plasma is artificially cooled to simulate
cold high-density core.

Two cases have been run. A simulation with a sing
uniform high resolution grid is the case of reference. T
other case has one patch covering the entire plasma targ
the same resolution as the grid in the reference case, w
the surrounding space, including the region where the las
launched into the simulation, is covered by a grid at low
resolution~a factor of 2 along each dimension!. The number
of particles is the same in each run. A selection of plots
displayed in Fig. 9, which contains snapshots at~or near!the
end of the simulations of theX–Y and X–Vx ion phase-
space projections, as well as the fieldBz , for the reference
and the test cases. We observe that the results are very
lar in both cases. The only noticeable discrepancy is a sm
spurious wave~a residual of the incident laser wave! exiting
the refinement patch. Its origin comes from the error in
numerical dispersion relation of the Yee field advance al
rithm and is well understood~see Ref. 5 for more details!
Remedies, including the use of less dispersive field adva
algorithms, are under study. We note that the spurious w
is negligible in this case, since it is propagating in a region
little interest. No instability was observed, nor was there a
wave reflection at the edge of the finely gridded patch. T
preliminary test is thus very encouraging and has valida
the method to the point where it will soon be used in p
duction runs at Ecole Polytechnique.

V. DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTIDIMENSIONAL AMR
POISSON SOLVER FOR PIC CODES IN
CHOMBO

A collaboration is under way at Lawrence Berkeley N
tional Laboratory between the ANAG and the Heavy I

t
he

FIG. 8. Schematic of the test case. A laser impinges on a cylindrical ta
whose central part is artificially cooled to simulate a cold high-density co
The refinement patch encloses the entire target but the laser is laun
outside the patch.
cense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Fusion group to upgrade ANAGs Chombo mesh refinem
library with all the tools necessary for providing mesh refin
ment capability to existing PIC codes.

A nodal implementation of a multigrid AMR solver fo
the Poisson equation using Shortley–Weller~see Ref. 12!
discretization of the Laplacian operator~sometimes referred
as ‘‘cut cell’’ method!, to account for internal boundarie
~conductors!at subcell resolution, has been developed
Chombo~see Ref. 13!. A prototype PIC interface to Chom
~called ChomboPIC!, using this AMR Poisson solver, h
been developed and integrated into theWARP code, mapping
straightforwardly to the structure shown in Fig. 10. Althou
WARP is being used as the test PIC code during the deve
ment of this package, the latter is designed as an indepen
library which will ultimately be usable by any existing PI
code.

The three-dimensional solution of the electrostatic p
tential in the HCX injector was computed with Chombo u

FIG. 9. ~Color! X–Y, X–Vx ion phase-space projections andBz for the case
of reference~left column! and the case with one refinement patch~right
column!. The limits of the patch are displayed as a dashed line on the pl
Bz .

FIG. 10. Diagram ofWARP/Chombo configuration.
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ing its automatic meshing capability. The criterion for refin
ment was to refine volumes covering the edges of
conductors of the source (z,0.1 m), with a ratio between
coarse and fine mesh of 4. The result is displayed in Fig
and shows how Chombo handles a complicated structur
grid blocks to get to the required solution nearly optimal
The criterion used for refinement was chosen to demonst
the capability. Different criteria may be devised for actu
modeling of the injector, for example refining the emittin
region and the beam edge, as was successfully used in
HCX source example described earlier.

VI. CONCLUSION

After a brief discussion of the issues linked to the use
mesh refinement in particle-in-cell simulations, we have p
sented examples of applications in heavy ion fusion a
laser-driven fast ignition using prototype implementations
mesh refinement algorithms in the HIF electrostatic PIC co
WARP and the electromagnetic PIC codeEMI2D from Ecole
Polytechnique. In electrostatic PIC simulations, the res
have demonstrated savings in computer memory and tim
a factor of 4 for a typical scenario, and a factor of 1000 o
specific problem. Electromagnetic PIC simulations w
mesh refinement are more challenging and the result
sented here was limited to a proof of principle. Producti
runs which are intended to demonstrate significant savi
with the use of mesh refinement are planned and will
reported when available.

In each of the examples presented here, the same
step was used to advance all the particles, regardless o
simulated region they were in. However, multiscale plas
simulations call for different time scales in separated regi
of the simulated domain, using for example the techniq
developed in Ref. 14. This was not considered here in or
to simplify both the implementations and the analysis. T
aspect will be addressed in future work.

of

FIG. 11. ~Color! Three-dimensional solution of the electrostatic potential
the HCX injector, as calculated by Chombo. A slice with the actual mesh
~left! shows that the regions close to the boundaries of conductors~gray!are
described with a finer mesh. The picture on the right shows a th
dimensional rendering that includes two orthogonal slices of the solu
~with magnitude of electrostatic potential shown colored, conductors
gray! and the edges of the different domains containing finer mesh spa
~in this case, mesh refinement covered the conductor edges only in the
surrounding the source!.
cense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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A collaboration to provide a library of mesh refineme
tools for particle-in-cell codes is under way at LBNL, r
stricted to electrostatic solvers for now, but extending
electromagnetic solvers in the future. Typical gains of a f
tor of 10 or more are expected with Chombo once discre
particle support is fully integrated.
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